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1. Introduction 
The finite element solution to several types of 
engineering and applied science problems ends up 
with a system of linear equations Ax = y .  The size 
of this linear system depends on the mesh parame- 
ter h, and if h is small, it will be a large system. 
The linear system can be solved by two general 
types of methods: direct methods and iterative 
methods. Direct methods such as the Gaussian 
elimination and the Choleski decomposition meth- 
ods [9] which in the absence of round-off and 
other errors, will yield the exact solution in a finite 
number of elementary arithmetic operations. How- 
ever, since a computer works with a finite word 
length, the errors arising from round-off and trun- 
cation may lead to extremely poor or even useless 
results when the linear system is very large. 
Iterative methods are those which start with an 
initial approximation, and which by applying a 
suitably chosen algorithm, lead to successively bet- 
ter approximations. The accuracy and the rate of 
convergence of iterative methods vary with the 
algorithm chosen and the nature of linear systems. 
During the last generation, a number of iterative 
methods uch as the Gauss-Seidel method [9], the 
successive overrelaxation method [9,10] and the 
conjugate method [5] have been developed for 
solving large systems of linear equations. 
In [6], Frederickson proposed an iterative algo- 
rithm called Fast Approximate Inversion Algo- 
rithm (FAPIN) for the solution of large linear 
systems arising from the finite element discretiza- 
tion of a class of two dimensional boundary value 
problems over a sufficiently regular mesh. In par- 
ticular, the algorithm solves the Ritz-Galerkin 
approximation i O(n) operations and O(n) stor- 
ages, where n is the number of equations. The 
algorithm requires an approximate local inverse C 
which can be constructed by the truncation or the 
least squares techniques proposed by Benson [1]. 
The theory of the algorithm was developed in [6] 
based on the linear operators derived from the 
finite element solution to boundary value prob- 
lems using uniform rectangular elements. In this 
paper, we extend the FAPIN algorithm to solve a 
class of two dimensional second order elliptic 
boundary value problems using triangular ele- 
ments and generalized the truncation and least 
squares techniques of Benson to construct a good 
approximate inverse for FAPIN. We also propose 
a new technique called the interpolation method to 
construct an optimal e-approximate inverse for the 
algorithm. 
Sections 2 to 4 state the underlying notations 
and develop some fundamental theories for the 
algorithm. The FAPIN algorithm is given in Sec- 
tion 5. Although some of the main results given in 
these four sections originate from [6], we do de- 
velop some additional results for linear operators 
arising from the triangular finite element solution 
to the second order elliptic boundary value prob- 
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lems. In Section 6 we propose several techniques 
to construct an approximate inverse for the algo- 
rithm and provide some numerical results for the 
proposed methods. The computational results show 
that the interpolation technique is superior to all 
other approximate inversion techniques consid- 
ered. 
2. Approximate inverse 
Let II IIx and II" Ily be the norms of the Banach 
spaces X and Y respectively, and let A be a 
bounded linear operator mapping X into Y. For a 
given y in the range of A, we want to find a 
numerical solution x ~ X such that 
Ax =y.  (a)  
Given 0 < e < 1, an element x ~ X is called an 
e-approximate solution to (1) if 
I l y  - Axl l  v <~ el lY l l  r. (2) 
For 0<e<l ,  a linear operator C :Y - - - ,X  is 
called an ~-approximate inverse to A if 
[[Ax-ACAxHr<~e[[Axl] Y for all x ~ X. (3) 
Theorem 1. I f  C is a nonsingular e-approximate 
inverse to A, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Equation (1) has a solution; 
(ii) For an)' starting vector x o ~ X, the sequence 
x ,  of the iterative process 
r , ,=y-Ax , , ,  X ,+ l=X,+Cr , ,  (4) 
converges to a solution to (1), 
< I lct l ( l l r , ,_ , l lv  + IIr,, 211~+ " ' "  +/ I r , , l l , , )  
<l lC i l . l l ro l l v (e , , -~  +e,,, 2+ . . .  +e" )  
<llCIl'llrollye"/(l -e )~O ash---, ~,  
where [[C[[ = max,.o[[Cy[[x/i[y[[ v is the norm of 
the linear operator C. That is, x,, is a Cauchy 
sequence in X and hence converges to a limit 
x ~ X. Therefore 
Ax,, ~Ax.  (6) 
It follows from (5) and (6) that Ax =y, which 
gives Theorem 1, [] 
Define by Pm= JIr,,,Jl r/llr,,,-iII Y the reduction fac- 
tor [9] at iteration m, if ]lr,,_ll] # 0, where r,, is the 
residual vector defined in (4). 
If the largest eigenvalue X in modulus of the 
linear operator I - A C is dominant, and if r 0 is not 
orthogonal to the eigenvector corresponding to X, 
then the limit of Pm exists and l im.,~ ~p., = p( l  - 
AC)  [2, pp. 269]. The spectral radius p( I -AC)  
gives a measure of how good the approximate 
inverse to A is. 
The reduction factors Pm can be calculated from 
the iterative process (4) to the solution of Ax = 0 
with a random initial vector x 0. The rate of con- 
vergence for the sequence p., can be accelerated by 
applying the non-linear sequence-to-sequence 
transformations proposed by Shanks [8]. 
3. Local operators 
Proof. The implication from (ii) to (i) is trivial. To 
prove (i) ~ (ii) let x* ~ X be a solution to (1). That 
is Ax* --y. From (4) we have 
r,+ 1 =y-  Axe+ 1 =y-  A(x,, + Cry) 
=(y -Ax , ) -AC(y -Ax , , )  
=A(x* -  X , , ) -ACA(x* -  x,,). 
Since C is a e-approximate inverse to A, we have 
IIr,,+,tl v < e l lA(x*  - x . ) l l y  = ellr.llv. 
It follows that [[r.[[y -%< e~Hro[Iv ~ O. Thus 
Axo -.y. (5) 
For m > n, we have 
I l xm-  x . l l~  = 
= I lCr . ,  , + Cr . ,  2 + " ' "  + Cr . l l x  
Denote by ~.h an equilateral triangulation of [2 
with mesh parameter h, by ~2 h the set of all vertices 
of triangles T in ~.h, and the set of all interior 
nodes will be denoted by ~h" 
Let X h be the space of real functions x on ~2 h. 
Then corresponding to each linear operator A : X h 
---, X h there is a set of coefficients au such that the 
value of Ax at a point i ~ [2 h is given by (Ax) ,  = 
Z j~ga i jx l ,  where xj is the value of x a t j  E ~2 h. 
We say that a linear operator A is symmetric if
a , /=a j i  for all i , j~2  h and that A is positive 
definite if ~7i.j~s~,aux,x j > 0 for all x 4= 0. We say 
that A is a q-local operator for some integers q if 
the value (Ax) ,  depends only on the value of x in 
a q-neighborhood of i. That is aij = 0 for al l j  ~ ~2 h
with ]i--j[h > q, where ] i - j i b  is the minimum 
number of edges connecting the two nodes i and j 
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Fig. 1. Constant coefficient l-local operator A. 
along some edges of triangles in ~.h. Note that 
[i - J ib is a metric defined on 12 h. 
Let A be a qvlocal operator and C a qa-local 
operator defined on X h. Then the linear operator 
B = CA is a (q~ + q2)-local operator and it can be 
expressed as 
(Bx) ,  = E c,jaj, x , ,  (7) 
[i-jib ~< ql 
[ j-klh<q2 
where the sum extends over only those j and k in 
O h . 
In particular, if A and C are two constant 
coefficient l-local operators defined in Figs. 1 and 
2 respectively, then AC = CA. The coefficients for 
their product are represented graphically in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 2. Constant coefficient l-local operator C. 
4. Best  approximat ion 
Let r ho be an equilateral triangulation of I2 with 
uniform mesh parameter h 0. Beginning with r h°, 
we define a sequence of triangulations r hm of I2 as 
follows: For each T~' f  h~ ~, replace T by four 
equilateral triangles in rh~ by connecting the mid- 
points  of the three sides of T. 
The triangulation r h~ constructed in this way 
has the properties that h m = ½h,._a and Ohm= 
~h~ , tO{kEI2:  k=½( i+ j ) ,  i, j~ f f2h~_ l  , [ i -  
jib=_, = 1}. 
For simplicity, we write I2 m for ~2h, I'lm for 
I'[h~ and X"  for Xh. 
Define the sequence of interpolation operators 
Qm: X,,-1 __,X m 
by 
x," = (Q"x ' - ' ) ,  = (8) E m • m-1 
l i - J l~<l  
where 
! i f l i - j ] . ,=  1, 
d?7 ( i)  = if [i - j [ , ,  = 0, 
otherwise. 
The set { @,": i ~ I2 " -1  } forms a basis for the space 
Urn=Ore(Sin-I).  
Define the sequence of projection operators 
pm: X m ._, xm-1 by 
X~ -1= (pmxm) i= E *m( j )x  7"  (9)  
I i- j Im ~ 1 
Beginning with a linear operator A l = A : X I --, 
X l, we define the sequence of operators Am: X m 
-~ X m by 
A r~- l=PmAmQm:X m- l~X m-I fo r0<m~l .  
(10) 
The operator A m-I can be represented as fol- 
lows: 
(Am- lxm-1) i=(pm(AmQmxm-1) )  i 
= E dpm(j)(AmQr"xm-1)j 
[ i -J[m 4.% 1 
= E ,7(J) E a? (Omx'-l)k 
ti-jlm~< 1 k~12 m 
= E d?'~(j)a~ E dPt(k)x'~ -1 
I i - j [ . ,  < 1 It- klm ~ 1 
k~O ~ 
= E @7(J)qJT'(k)a~x7 '-~. 
k E.,Q" 
I t -k lm~l  
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alCl ~ 2aici ~ alc I 
alCo + 2alCl ) (t~ ~0~ ) '~/  . . . .  ~_ ) ( 2aicl 
alCo + aOCo + 
alCl ~(ao+2al)Cl)-" ~ 6alc I )=-~ao~c alc I 
alCo + aiCO+ 2alCl ) I:~ . '~ ~ ~----~t . . . . . .  ) ( 2alCl 
alCl ~ 2aici ~ .~ alc I 
Fig. 3. Convolution of two constant coefficient l-local operators A and C. 
That is, 
Ji j j~ l  
I t -k}m<~l  
epT(j)C'( k )aj~. (11) 
In particular, if A is the l - local  discrete Lapla- 
cian operator with a 0 = 6 and a I = - 1 [7], then it 
is easy to verify that A is invariant under the 
collection. 
Given an element y" '  in the range of Am, we are 
asked to find an element x m ~ X m such that 
A'x° '  = Y"'. (12) 
Let y"  ~ be the image of P"  at y" ,  and x " - I  
the solution of the equation Am- lxm-1  =ym-1.  
Then the following theorem gives an indicat ion of 
how good the solution x"  is. 
Theorem 2. I f  A is symmetric and positive definite, 
then the operator A " -1 defined in (10) is the 
Ritz-Galerkin best approximation to A"  in the sub- 
space U"  = Q ' (  X" -  ~ ) of x" .  
To prove the theorem we need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3. I f  A I= A is symmetric and positive defi- 
nite, then the operator A m defined in (10) is also 
symmetric and positive definite for m = 0, 1 . . . . .  l - 
1. 
Proof. To prove Lemma 3, we only have to show 
that A " -1  is symmetric and positive definite if A"  
is. 
m 1 = am,-1 for all i, It follows from (11) that a ,  
t ~ 12" i if A"  is symmetric. That is, A" -  1 is also 
symmetric. 
To prove A m- 1 is positive definite, we note that 
E a,7-1x,x, = 
i , l  ~: Cdm 1 
= E E 
i , t~"  I [i--jlm~<l 
I t -k lm~l  
= Z a:~ ( E q,7( j )x i  
j , k~2 m \ i~$2m 1 
I i --Jim <'~ 1 
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E ,,(~)~,] >0. × 
t ~ g2" i ] 
I i - j t~  < 1 
The above inequality follows from the assumption 
that A" is positive definite, completing the proof. 
[] 
Proof  of Theorem 2. Define the quadratic func- 
tional related to (12) by 
F(x"')  = (Ax  m-  2y m, x m} 
where 
(x', ym)= E x?y;". (13) 
i ~ ~2" 
Let x"  be an element of U"' and e be a real 
number. Then we have 
F (xm+ ev m) = (Am(x '+ ev" ) -2y" ,  xm+ eV"') 
= (A" 'x"  - 2y"',  x"'} 
+e((A~x "', v"'} + (A 'o ' ,  x"'} 
-2(y' ,  v')) 
+d(A"'v"', v"'). 
From Lemma 3, A"' is symmetric. That is, 
( Amx m, v ' )  = ( a 'v ' ,  x"'}. Thus, 
F(x"  + ev") = F(x  m) + 2e((Amx "', v"'} 
-- (y" ,  Ore)) 
+d(a"'v', v"}. 
It follows that 
dF_~e (xm + ev m) = 2((A" 'x ' ,  v"'} - (y ' ,  v"}) 
+ 2e(A"'v"', v"'} 
and 
d2F"  " V"'} 
-~e2(x +ev ' )=2(A" 'v ' ,  >0 i fv" '¢0 .  
With the above inequality follows from Lemma 3 
that A" is positive definite. 
Thus x"  minimizes F if the first variation 
(dF /de) (x"  + ev")],= 0 vanishes for all v" in Um. 
That is, 
(A 'x ' ,  v '}  = (y ' ,  v r') for all vine Um. 
This holds for all v m in U"' if 
<A"x ' ,~">=(y ' ,ep ' , '>  fo ra l l i~12m l, 
where g,," are the basis of U m defined in (8). Since 
x"  c U ' ,  it can be written as 
x m= Y'. x,"' ' ep ; '=Q'x ' - '  
It follows that 
(A.,Qmx m 1, epT, ) = (ym, ~m}. 
From (13) we have 
E : E 
j~  $2"' j~  £2" 
From (9) we get 
(PmA'Q"x" - l ) i=(Pmym) i  for all i ~ [2"' 1. 
It follows that 
p,.AmQ.,xm-I = pray., =ym 1. 
From (10) we get 
~rn-Ixm-I = y., 1. 
That is, A "'-~ is the Ritz-Galerkin best approxi- 
mation to A"' in the subspace Um. [] 
5. The fast approximate inverse algorithm 
In this section we give a brief description for 
the Fast Approximate Inverse Algorithm (FAPIN)  
of Frederickson. FAP IN  is an iterative algorithm. 
At the beginning of each iteration, n, one has an 
approximation x.  to the solution of Ax =y. The 
initial solution x 0 can be any random vector. 
The iteration begins by computing the residual 
vector r l ~ y - Ax.  at the top level l, continues by 
calculating the residual vector r m as defined in (9) 
from r t to r °, the residual vector at the bottom 
level 0. Next, the approximate solution z ° = C°r ° 
is computed in the space Z ° from the residual 
vector r ° and an e-approximate inverse C °. The 
algorithm then works back up from levels m = 0 to 
m = l - 1, first interpolating and then refining this 
approximation: 
zmc__Q.~z .,-1, z . .~zm+C. , ( rm_A. , z . , ) .  
At the top level, m =l ,  these assignments are 
replaced by 
x l~x l+Qi  z, 1 and 
x°+;  -x'o 
The norm of r / at this level is then calculated 
and that is used to allow an early exit when 
tolerance has been achieved. 
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In general, if the operator A is not constant, 
then the lower approximations A m must be com- 
puted first according to the equation (11) and the 
corresponding approximate inverses C m must also 
be evaluated. It is noted that the way in which 
FAPIN constructs an approximate solution for 
Ax =y in the backward pass of each iteration is 
similar to the algorithms of Brandt [3] and 
Fedorenko [4]. In particular, the idea of interpolat- 
ing a solution to a coarser problem as an ap- 
proximate solution for the beginning of the next 
iteration is common to all three. 
Table 1 
Spectral radius for the approximate inverses of the Laplacian 
operator A
Level Number of Spectral radius p (1 - A C) 
l nodes in 12 t for C obtained by 
I~tl = (1 + 2 t+ a)X 
(1 + 2 t+2) TR 1 WTR 1 LSq 
(CA) (A) (ACA-A) 
0 15 0.3333 0.1011 0.1258 
1 45 0.3591 0.1461 0.1539 
2 153 0.4115 0.1510 0.1691 
3 561 0.4612 0.1698 0.1714 
4 2145 0.4757 0.1746 0.1672 
5 8385 0.4751 0.1748 0.1637 
6. Construction of approximate inverses 
Benson [1] has proposed several techniques to 
construct an approximate inverse for certain band 
matrices. In this section, the truncation technique 
(TRq) and the least squares technique (LSq) of 
Benson are generalized and applied to construct a
q-local approximate inverse for a q-local operator 
defined on X h. In general, given a q-local operator 
A approximate inverses obtained by these methods 
are not optimal. We propose a new technique 
called interpolation technique (INq) to construct 
an optimal approximate inverse for A that in- 
creases the rate of convergence for the algorithm 
drastically. 
Denote by TRq(CA) the truncated q-local oper- 
ator, where C and A are two q-local linear opera- 
tors. 
The TRq approximate inverse of A can be 
constructed by solving the system of linear equa- 
tions 
TRq(CA)ij  = 8ij, [ i- j[ ~ q 
where 8 denotes the Kronecker delta. 
In particular, if A is the discrete Laplacian 
operator with a 0 = 6 and a I = -1  then the two 
constant coefficients for the TR 1 approximate in- 
verse of A are given by C O = 2/9  and C 1 = 1/18. 
The spectral radii p( I -  AC) for the TR 1 method 
applied to the discrete Laplacian operator A on a 
triangular domain at each level l are given in Table 
1. 
As shown in Fig. 4, the triangular domain 12 is 
first triangulated into a set ~ho containing 16 equi- 
lateral triangles. Beginning with z ho, the mesh 
parameter h is then refined recursively up to a 
level I with h / = ho/21 as defined in Section 4. It is 
easy to see that the number of nodes in ~2 / at level l 
is given by 
]~q=1+2+3+ . . .  +(1+2 '+2 )
=(1+2t+1) (1+2 l+2) forl>~0. 
The TRq method can be generalized by multi- 
plying a weight W to the operator CA, where W is 
a constant coefficient q-local operator. We refer to 
this method as the weighted truncation technique 
(WTRq). 
The WTRq approximate inverse C can be con- 
structed by solving the system of linear equations 
TRq( CA W ) = TRq( W ) 
In particular, if .4 is the discrete Laplacian 
operator and W is chosen as A, then the WTR 1 
x 0 ! 
2 
3 
X 5 X2 
] i 2 3 4 5 
Fig. 4. A triangulation of the triangle domain l~ into I2 t with 
112tl =1+2+ . . .  +(1+2/+2) = (1+2t+1)(1+2/+2) at level l=  
0. 
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approximate inverse of A is given as follows: 
% = 17/89 = 0.1910112 
and 
c~ = 3/89 = 0.0337079. (14) 
The spectral radii p( I -AC)  for the WTR a 
method appl ied to the discrete Laplacian operator 
A on a tr iangular domain at each level / are given 
in Table 1. 
Denote by II 11i.2- 2 )1/2 • -- (Y~l,_Jl~<qaiz the discrete 
@norm of the q-local operator  A at the point 
i~  ~h, and put g, = 11"11,2.2 • If C and A are the 
l inear operators given in Figs• 1 and 2 then 
g, = IICA - 1112 
= (%% + 6aaca - 1) 2 
+6[a lco+(ao+ 2al)ca] 2 
+30(a,c,) 2. (15) 
We observe that gi is a function of the parame- 
ters c 0 and c a, the least squares method can be 
used to find the values of c o and c a which mini- 
mize g. The approximate inverse C obtained by 
this method is called the LSq approximate inverse 
and we refer to this technique as the LSq method. 
The LSq inverse for (15) can be obtained by 
solving the following l inear equations: 
(a02 + 6a( )c0  + 12ax(a 0 + a , )c  I = a o 
and 
2aa(ao+al )co+(a  2 +4a0a 1 + 15a2)ca=al .  
It is interesting to note that the approximate 
inverse for the constant coefficient l - local  opera- 
tor A obtained by the LSq method turns out to be 
the same as the WTRq method appl ied to same 
operator  CA with a weight of W = A. 
The approximate inverse of A can also be con- 
structed by minimizing the function g, = [[ACA - 
AI1~22. We refer to this technique as the generalized 
LSq method and denote the constructed ap- 
proximate inverse C by LSq(ACA - A).  
In particular, if A is the discrete Laplacian 
operator,  then we have c o = 103/597 and c a = 
1117/48556. Numerical  results for the LSq(ACA 
-A )  inverse of Laplacian operator  are give in 
Table 1. 
The approximate inverse C determined by the 
TRq or LSq method is usually not optimal, how- 
ever, it can be improved by the INq  method. For  
Table 2 
Interpolation approximate inverse for the Laplacian operator 
0 0.1786 0.03569 
1 0.1803 0.02921 
2 0.1825 0.02791 
simplicity, we shall introduce this technique with 
an example for the construction of an opt imal 
e-approximate inverse to the discrete Laplacian 
operator  A. 
Let go and 71 be two approximate parameters of 
the.operator  C obtained by TRq or LSq method. 
Then the opt imal values of c o and c a can be 
determined as follows: 
Step 1. go is held fixed• Perturbing c1 about the 
point  gl, we obtain a set of experimental data 
(p, c 1). The point where p has a minimum can be 
obtained by plott ing the graph of p against q .  
Step 2. Perturbing c o about c0, for each fixed 
value of c o , carry out the same procedures as in 
Step 1 to obtain a set of points (c 0, c~pt, Pmin)" 
Step 3. c 1 is held fixed instead of c 0, to obtain a 
set of points (c~ pt, c t, Omin) as in Steps 1 and 2. 
Step 4. Plotting the graph of c a against c o for 
the data (c 0, c~ 'pt) and (c~ pt, cl) collected in Steps 
2 and 3, we find that the curves intersect at a point 
(c~ pt, c~ 'pt), this is the optimal solution of the oper- 
ator C. 
To i l lustrate the method, the graph of c I against 
c o for the data collected in Steps 2 and 3 of the 
INq method at level 1 = 1 is plotted in Fig. 5. In 
order to have a clear picture of the behaviour of p 
near the opt imal solution (c~pt, ¢~pt), the contours 
of p at different heights are also plotted in this 
graph. 
Table 3 
Spectral radius for the 
cian operator 
IN 1 approximate inverse of the Lapla- 
Level Number of Spectral radius p( I - AC) 
l equations opt. level opt. level opt. level 
n 1=0 l= l  l=2 
0 15 0.0003 0.0578 0.0821 
1 45 0.2224 0.0822 0.0950 
2 153 0.3072 0.1370 0.1037 
3 561 0.3318 0.1510 0.1001 
4 2145 0.3368 0.1528 0.1190 
5 8385 0.3326 0.1532 0.1310 
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c 1 
0.045 - 
0.040 - 
0.035 - 
0.030 - c~ pt=0"02921 
0.025 - 
0.020_  
0.015 _ 
0 .010  - 
0 .005  - 
I I 
0.15 0.16 
Fig. 5. Interpolation approximateinverse. 
(INq method, 4=I) 
c~)Pt =0.1803 
j i ! 
0.17 0.18 0.19 
15 
p=O 
! 
O. 20 c o 
The INq e-approximate inverses C at levels 
l = 0, 1 and 2 are given in Table 2. The spectral 
radii p( I -AC)  for the INq approximate inverse 
applied to the Laplacian operator A on a triangu- 
lar domain at each level I are given in Table 3. 
From the experimental results, we observe that 
the INq e-approximate inverse C varies from one 
level to another level, they are only optimal with 
respect o the level at which C is constructed. In 
order to have a clear picture of the behaviour of 
0.40 
O. 30 
O. 20 
0. I0 
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TRq method 
INq method, ,~=0 
WTRq method, W=A 
.._.__ L 5q-'~CA-A ) 
INq method, ~=i 
INq method, ;!=2 
| I 1 I I 
0 ! 2 3 4 5 : 
Fig. 6. Performance of the various approximate inverse techniques. 
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the spectral radius as l becomes large, a chart of 
the spectral radius p against l for the various 
construction techniques are plotted in Fig. 6. 
As shown in Fig. 6, the rate of convergence is
independent of the number of equations in the 
class considered. When 1 becomes large, the spec- 
tral radius of I -  CA, p, tends to a certain value. 
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